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Ars Longa – senior housing



Artists’ House Ars Longa
A home for seniors: visual artists, writers and  
designers

Built by artists

The builder, Ars Longa housing company – owned by
artist organisations:

The Copyright Organisation for Visual Arts, Kuvasto, 

The Union of Finnish Writers

The Finnish Artists’ Studio Foundation

The Senior Housing Organisation of Finnish Designers



”A Forced Marriage” 2014

• The Finnish Artists’ Studio Foundation and 
the Senior Housing Organisation of Finnish
Designers – same targets, no co-operation

• The City of Helsinki brings the partners
together

• The application for a lot done together

• The Housing Company called Ars Longa, 
formed in December 2014



Goals for developing the concept:

- PIONEERS
Cultural input, sharing the knowledge

- LIVING AND WORKING
Continuing artistic work when aging

- FLEXIBILITY
Flexible common spaces enable different kinds of services

- GOOD DESIGN
Esthetic and good environment in spite of economical

restrictions
- AFFORDABLE LIVING

Small income group taken into account
- SENSE OF COMMUNITY

Based on similiar professional background



First studies of alternatives by students



• More partners

• Application for Government Funding

• Developing the Concept with
neighbours

• Three lots together

• Young people, students, senior artists

Full speed forward in 2015



Demanding for the Architects

• Three clients, different goals

• Over 10 000 m2 area

• Over 200 apartments

• Financial limitations

• Common spaces for all inhabitants

• The Goal: ”Art First”

• Workshops, client influence

• Designing for all ages





Two rooms and a kitchen 48 m2 Single apartment 40 m2





The roof terrace for all



Designing for all, accessibility

• Ramp slopes low enough

• Spaceful bathrooms

• Good lighting

• See the stairs, good contrast

• Wide enough doors

• Easy use of common spaces



Getting old

• All of us get older

• The sight weakens, need of brighter lights

• Hard of hearing

• Not so strong anymore

• Moving more slowly

• New things – learning harder

• Slower for decisions

Good design enables continuing the normal good living



Who gets to live in the building?
Professionals:
- Visual Artists
- Writers
- Designers

Age 55 or over (exception, 45 for two years) 

Evaluations of the applications by
professional work groups



Finances

Building cost total 9 M,   3300 € / m2

5% finance by the organisations

95% loan for 40 years, supported by the
government, maximum interest 3%



Living in the house

• A lot of artists know
each other before
moving

• Live and let live



To be active, sometimes beyond the rules





Artist Activities

- The Gallery

- The Gallery Window

- Exhibitions together

- Workshops

- Roof terrace gardening

- Flea Markets



Good living, 
getting
along.

The first King of Ars Longa, here
dancing,  has already given up
the crown to the Queen.
Whoever will have a birthday of  
round numbers next, will be the
new queen or king.



What is good 
living?
All ages together, 
trusting each other, 
helping each other.

Thank you!


